CRSC Regional Delegate Team (RDT) Report
May 24, 2020

ASC Visits
As a result of the ongoing pandemic, scheduling of in-person ASC visits has been put on indefinite hold.
World Service Conference (WSC)
Part one of the WSC was conducted virtually via Zoom. in twelve, two-hour sessions spread over 10 days (April
24 – May 3, 2020). The RD and RDA represented the Chicagoland Region during these sessions, which were
attended by as many as 270 delegates, World Board members and NAWS staff.
Many proposals and motions were considered during these WSC sessions. Below is a brief summary of items
approved:
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❖
❖

2021 and 2022 Emergency Budget
SPAD project for inclusion in the NAWS budget
Project plan for revising existing IPs, including “The Loner”
Issue Discussion Topic project plan
Local Service Toolbox project plan
Role of Zones project plan
Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust revision project plan
IDT: DRT/MAT as it relates to NA – What do we want to say in NA literature? And survey the
Fellowship about DRT/MAT
There will be two topics as our beginning focus for the Local Service Toolbox project – online meetings
best practices and carrying the NA message effectively and virtually
Project prioritization will be conducted later in the upcoming conference cycle
WSC 2020 will reconvene virtually in this cycle to make decisions on items to be identified by conference
participants through e-ballot
Trusted servants elected: four World Board members, two Human Resource Panel members, and one WSC
Co-facilitator

Contact an RD Team members with questions or to request additional information.
Next steps: There will be a virtual meeting of Conference Participants on June 27, 2020 to discuss proposed
processes for WSC 2020, Part 2 and give an update on the situation at NA World Services.
MZF
The Midwest Zonal Forum (MZF) has postponed its June in-person, planning meeting until after the Multi-Zonal
Service Symposium set for September 11-13, 2020. The next MZF meeting will be hosted by the Ohio Region.
MZF has continued to expand access to its online meeting platform to accommodate NA recovery and service
committee meetings in ours and several other member-Regions.
We hope you will all be well.
Respectfully submitted,
RD Team
Jacqui L., RD
Charles G., RDA
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